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Strategies for Success
The PACE Pipeline model is a framework for managing the activities that contribute to winning new work for
a firm. However, there is a danger that this model can be interpreted too simplistically – in that an increase in
marketing and business development activity will always lead to an increase in fee income – given a time lag.
Therefore ramp up the activity and wait for the new business to flow. Whilst the pure volume of marketing
and business development activity will have some effect on future results, this effect can be seriously eroded if
the activity is strategically flawed.
In this piece we will draw on three proven models that we have either seen our clients use or that we have
introduced to them. These models have assisted professional firms in the way they have directed their
pipeline building activities. The models that we will examine are the Supplier Segmentation Matrix, Value
Disciplines and Lanchester Strategy.

Supplier Segmentation Matrix
We first became aware of this matrix after reading the book Re-thinking the Salesforce, which was written by
Neil Rackham and John de Vincentis. It works in this way. Firstly we have to put ourselves completely in our
clients’ shoes. We have to think how they think – not how we would like them to think. There are two
axes. The horizontal axis represents how difficult it would be for one of our clients to replicate the services
and relationship that they receive from us today. If we feel that the client would place us at the far right of
this axis then the client believes that we are almost unique. On the other hand if the client places us to the
far left then she sees our overall offering as something of a commodity.
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The vertical axis can represent two factors. One is the strategic importance of the services that we offer to
our clients. The second is the significance of the spend in the client’s eyes. The higher we are positioned on
the vertical axis the more significant our services are to the client in terms of either overall expenditure,
strategic importance or both of these factors.
Again we stress that we must use this tool viewed from the client’s perspective. If we do this it can provide
great insight. This was brought home to us recently when interviewing a client of one of our clients. The
person we were speaking with was the Company Secretary and at one point he said, referring to our client,
“”I think that they see us as important as we probably spend around £80,000 a year with them. However, in
the context of our business this is not a large sum. It is insignificant compared to the amount that we spend
on actuarial services.”

Applying the Supplier Segmentation Matrix
A national law firm client of ours used this tool when we were working with them. The group that we were
involved with was made up of the most senior real estate lawyers. A high powered group and one we would
suggest that, in their field of operation, had not only knowledge but also wisdom. This group wanted to
review the strategy of the real estate practice area. Their market was changing and in some parts of the
market fee rates had been dropping steadily over the previous five years. Another threat was new technology
that was being introduced by competitors. A number in the group had visited the US in the recent past and
what they had seen convinced them that more change in property law work would soon be on the way –
driven by new processes and technology.
The group, totaling 14 people, firstly listed the main types of work that they carried out and the main types of
clients with whom they dealt. These are shown below.
Capability
A Property litigation
B Landlord & tenant
C PFI / PPP
D Planning
E Development
F Construction
G Property finance
H Property tax

Types of client
1 Corporate occupiers
2 Retail
3 nvestors
4 Developers
5 Public sector
6 Lending banks
7 Construction companies

The group then split into two breakout teams. They took a flip chart, drew the Supplier Segmentation Matrix
and then discussed and agreed between themselves where on the matrix clients would place the work carried
out by their firm.
For instance, if the firm was carrying out landlord and tenant work for the typical corporate occupier, where
would that corporate occupier see that work in terms of its strategic importance (or overall cost) to the
business? Also how unique would that corporate occupier believe that this law firm would be in providing
such capabilities?
Some in the group approached the task with some scepticism. When the two teams reconvened some 50
minutes of so later there was a universally positive mood. The main comment was, “That was a very
interesting and useful exercise”. The views of the two teams were practically mirror images. They had both
been able to drop their firm-centric perspective and approach the exercise adopting a client-centric
viewpoint. The results (using crosses to represent the capability / client crossovers) looked something as
follows.
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There were a large number of crosses in the bottom left quadrant. Most of these were well to the left – in
other words these were services that clients could rather easily obtain from a number of law firms. There
was also a cluster of crosses in the mid to lower portion of the top left hand box. A few crosses appeared
further to the right but only one or two were well to the right on the sheets they brought back.
What did this mean? As Rackham and de Vincentis explain in their book, the quadrants in the matrix
represent typical buyer (or client) behaviour. When a client perceives a firm’s service in the bottom left
quadrant (not particularly significant and easily obtained elsewhere) their typical behaviour is to shop around.
The client usually has little loyalty. Even if a firm did great work the last time it handled such a piece of work,
this is no guarantee that they will even be asked to pitch for the same work next time round.
If, for any reason, the client believes that she can get a better deal elsewhere then the business is likely to
move.
The real estate lawyers looked at the type of clients and work that they had placed in the bottom left
quadrant and concurred that that typically was how it went. It didn’t seem fair but that was the way the
market was moving for that type of work.
The cluster that appeared in the top left hand quadrant was interesting. The lawyers had rated their work to
be strategically important to these clients. In the main these clients were businesses who were in the
property business. Real estate was what they were about and therefore anything affecting this was, by
definition, quite critical. Also, because real estate was the business of these clients they very often had a lot of
real estate work where they required the services of lawyers. This made their overall spending on property
related legal services quite high.
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How do these clients typically behave? The definition from the Supplier Segmentation Matrix is that they
leverage their size. These clients quickly recognise that they are sought after by numerous providers and
therefore have purchasing power. They use this purchasing power to demand lower fee rates, minimum
standards of performance and compliance to their operating protocols. In return they restrict the number of
advisors that they use (making their business easier to manage) but each chosen firm usually receives
substantial fee income.
The real estate lawyers were only too aware of the behaviour of this section of their client base who were
responsible for providing large amounts of regular work but who were also responsible for driving down the
practice area’s gross profit margin.
There were few crosses in the bottom right hand quadrant. The typical picture when a firm’s capabilities are
seen to be in this quadrant is as follows. The work is not particularly mission critical to the business and the
money spent will not be viewed as seriously significant. However, the client will recognise that there are not
many firms that can provide the type of capability that she is seeking. A lack of choice means that it is very
important that the client chooses her advisor well. It will not be easy to change horses if the relationship
does not work or the chosen advisor is found not to be up to the task. The client has some degree of risk
and the wise client will manage that risk. The client will typically go through quite extensive due diligence
before appointing her chosen advisor and then will want to stay close to progress as the work proceeds.
The top right hand quadrant is the ‘dream’ sector for most professionals. Here we have a capability that is
mission critical to the client and hardly anyone else can do what we can. Because it is so important and
because the number of credible alternatives are so few the client seeks to work in genuine partnership with
her advisor. As Rackham and de Vincentis point out in Re-thinking the Salesforce, this partnership utopia can
appear initially to be very alluring but there are often significant commitments that the advisory firm must
make to clients that see certain of their capabilities in the partner quadrant. Most professionals usually quickly
point out that they would rather deal with those sorts of problems rather than the problems associated with
competing for work in the shop quadrant.
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Learning to accept the client’s perception
Whilst most professionals enter their chosen profession with a picture in their mind’s eye of becoming an
indispensable advisor whose wisdom and experience is cherished by their clients who will do anything to
retain their services, much of the real world is not like that. A chartered surveyor may dream of being a
specialist in valuing stately homes, being highly paid by the hour and spending days in diligent work on a single
property as one of a small number of individuals qualified to arrive at an accurate valuation. On the other
hand many more surveyors spend much of their time valuing small retail shops and warehouses – being
commissioned by banks that need to know the value of the asset for lending purposes. The aim is to squeeze
in as many valuations as possible in a day as there is a fixed (and usually very low) fee attached to each.
The bridge engineer who dreams of building the modern equivalent of the Sydney Harbour structure may
spend the vast majority of his working life inspecting motorway bridges.
In both of these examples the ‘partnership’ relationship option with clients is an unlikely realistic outcome.
If we look at the two axes of the Supplier Segmentation Matrix it should be quickly evident that there is little
or nothing that we can do in relation to the vertical axis. The vertical axis just is. It is also difficult to do
much (certainly in the short term) about the horizontal axis. However, if there is the desire to move the
firm’s capabilities to the right, then the firm should be thinking very hard about how it is going to develop its
capabilities and services in the future. The trouble is that any new service development is usually so quickly
copied by competitors.
It is possible to move the client’s thinking somewhat to the right on the horizontal axis not by changing the
technical nature of the services provided but by changing the whole nature of how the relationship is
managed. That may work with some clients but then the firm has to consider if the investment in relationship
management will be repaid from increased fee income. Also, quite frankly, some clients where the majority of
their work is in the bottom left quadrant don’t want to be tied into any form of relationship management.
They want the freedom to place their work as and where they want, choosing from a large pool of potential
providers.
It can all appear to be rather bleak – certainly if you think back to our group of real estate lawyers with their
plethora of crosses clinging closely to the left hand vertical line. However, all that exercise had done was to
codify in a very visual way what they had been experiencing over the previous few years. It also suggested
that there may not be some magic panacea that would change client’s perceptions and somehow bring back
the good old days when virtually all property related legal advice was perceived as high value /
high price. Those days had gone and the scene was set for the lawyers in question to think through how they
were going to manage their business given the changed perceptions of their marketplace.
All too often professionals believe that to compete in their marketplace they have to become better and
more professional. And usually better means more – delivering more to clients, delivering the kind of service
that the professional in his mind sees as being better. For instance, perhaps the way to increase fee income
from clients is to develop even more intricate services or to embark on a programme of improved client
relationship management. Perhaps salvation lies in selling the firm’s services to a new set of clients who will
be more appreciative of the real value that the firm has to offer.
These kinds of initiatives can sound enticing. It is not difficult to talk them up and to convince ourselves that
they will make a significant difference. And they would give us the satisfaction of knowing that we are doing
something. Activity is underway! Bring in the marketing department and let’s get going!
However, if the picture revealed through using the Supplier Segmentation Matrix looks anything like the
pattern agreed by our property lawyers then such activities will, in the main, be folly if widely applied. As
stated at the beginning of this chapter activity based on a flawed strategy will take a firm no further forward.
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So what are the alternatives for taking the firm ahead?

Value Disciplines
Why do clients continue to use a particular firm? There is no one answer but there is one answer. A
paradox? It is not. The reason that a client returns time after time is that she perceives that she continues to
receive value. The fact is that different clients perceive different types of value. You always know when a
business has tapped into a particular value that is important to a group of clients or customers. These clients
come back for more and like-minded clients are quick to join them as word spreads. The income line of the
business grows quickly.
A few years ago we were asked as part of a training programme for bank managers dealing with small
business customers, to run a section on identifying winning businesses. Prior to the workshop in which this
section was included we wrote to each of the participants and asked them to carry out some preparation.
One task we sent them ran as follows:
Preparatory Task
Take a few minutes and think about businesses that you have come into contact with over the last few years.
The contact may have been in your professional capacity or through personal experience. From the
businesses that you have had experience with, try to isolate just one that we could designate a Winning
Business.
Definition of a Winning Business
A Winning Business is one which has grown successfully at a rate substantially greater then the rest of its
competitors and has achieved this growth whilst maintaining a sound financial position.
To achieve this kind of growth this business has been able to attract, retain and develop its customer base far
better than its rivals.
The business does not have to be in a field that is particularly exciting or sexy. (Indeed we find that most
examples of Winning Businesses are in markets that seem rather mundane.) However this business will be
fantastic at either:
•
Attracting lots of profitable new customers
•
Retaining a huge proportion of its customers and getting them to re-buy (more) in the future
•
Both of the above
From your experience and understanding what is this business’s edge? What has it got or what does it do in
order to attract and develop its customer base so much better than others in its market?
Come to specific conclusions rather than generalities.
e.g. "Good marketing" may be put forward as the reason that a business has been successful. However this
does not tell us specifically the edge that this business has.
During the forthcoming workshop you will be asked to give a two to three minute overview of this business
and to explain what you believe this organisation has, over and above its competition, that:
•
Drags in customers
•
Keeps them loyal - and
•
Has them spending more
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You may want to spend a few minutes thinking about your own personal experiences of winning businesses
before reading further, then see how this maps on to what follows.
Due to their upbringing in the banking world our bank managers tended to look at businesses and evaluate
their worthiness based on the shape of the balance sheet, the cash flow management, the strength of the
security on any lending and the robustness of the financial systems. Not one of these factors creates a
winning business. No client ever went back to a provider because she was impressed by the quality of the
vendor’s monthly management accounts! So what does make a winning business – a business that retains its
clients, encourages these clients to spend more and seemingly has little difficulty in attracting more of the
same sorts of clients?
During the workshop when we came to the subject of winning businesses we used to go round the room and
have each participant tell the story of his or her winning business – if they had identified one. These were
typically businesses turning over between £500,000 and £5 million – although some were growing very quickly
and would soon graduate way beyond their current banking relationship.
Many of the stories were fascinating as we weren’t talking about Sony, GE or McDonalds. We were talking
about businesses that mostly hadn’t existed ten years previously and in the main were in the most mundane
industries. Yet their owners had hit upon a formula that kept the sales income handle turning furiously.

Three examples
One particular workshop was especially memorable. About half way through our group of twelve, one
manager related the story of a dental practice. He started off by saying, “As you all probably know you can’t
get rich by doing National Health dentistry”.
He then went on to describe a dental practice which was located in a London stockbroker belt commuter
town. The practice had gone fully private some years previously.
Three years prior to our workshop the partners in the practice canvassed their clients. What ideally would
their clients like from their dental practice? The result was that the practice moved to very up-market
premises in the centre of town, close by the railway station. They ensured that the premises they occupied
had very good parking facilities as their patients expected to drive to the surgery and not to walk or to spend
ages looking for a parking place. The surgery hours were extended considerably. It was possible to visit the
dentist at 7.00 a.m. then have plenty of time to board the train to London. The surgery was open until 8.00
p.m. allowing those businesspeople who had spent a day at work to visit their dentist on the way home. The
surgery also opened over the weekend.
The bank manager went on to describe many other changes that the practice had implemented in order that it
could completely satisfy the demands of its particular client base. “Mind you,” he concluded, “they don’t half
charge a fortune for a filling. But the patients that they attract don’t mind that at all. They can afford it. It
would cost them fifty times more to have to take the afternoon off to visit the dentist. And as their bank
manager I can tell you that their business is growing really quickly.”
The next bank manager smiled and said, “I’d just like to correct my colleague on one thing. You can get rich
on National Health dentistry and strangely my example is also a dentist. This guy is in his mid 30s, he is
certainly a millionaire and he has young dentists queuing up to work for him to learn first-hand what he does”.
This manager went on to describe a dental practice in West Yorkshire. In fact it was a group of dental
practices as, over the previous six or seven years, the proprietor had followed his own particular success
model and expanded his operations.
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In this instance the practice targeted working class families and all of the work was National Health. “You
have to think of these places as factories,” the manager said. “By that I don’t mean that they are unclean and
patients are not getting proper treatment but these places are run like machinery. Patients have to learn to
be on time because the minute their appointment is due they are called through to their dentist. A 20 minute
treatment takes 20 minutes. In each surgery they have at least six chairs. That’s a minimum of 18 patients an
hour per location.”
Again he went onto describe in further detail how these practices worked and created efficiencies through the
way they were operated and managed. There was virtually no paperwork. Every treatment had a bar code.
Once a patient had been treated the appropriate bar codes were scanned and the paperwork – apparently
including the documentation needed to reclaim from the NHS – was computer generated. Patients kept
returning for this efficient and low cost NHS service and as more and more dentists retreated from National
Health dentistry this group of practices attracted more and more patients.
When he had finished his story I chipped in. I said, “At this point I think I should share a story about a dentist.
He is a friend of a mate of mine. This guy is also very rich apparently. His is a one man business but he
specialises. He is one of those dentists that gets pulled in to carry out facial surgery when, say, someone has
been in a bad accident and their jaw is smashed to pieces. Most years this chap spends some time in the US.
He goes there to learn the latest dental techniques and he is always one of the first to use the newest dental
tools and materials. You won’t find any amalgam in his surgery but if you want anything done to your teeth if
it is physically possible on this earth he is the man to do it. His fees are astronomical. Just to sit in his chair
will rack up three numbers. His reputation goes before him. He is never short of patients who want the
latest treatments.”
So what do we learn from this? That we should all have become dentists because there is a fortune to be
made in looking into other people’s mouths? Hardly. And as the group of bank managers would tell us, most
dental practices are ‘bumping along’ businesses – doing OK, providing a reasonable living for the dentists and
their support staff, but they are not winning businesses like those illustrated in the three very differing
anecdotes.
What these anecdotes (and scores of others that we have heard when we have replicated this exercise on
business strategy workshops) verify is a model first introduced by Michael Treacey and Fred Wiersema in
their best-selling book The Discipline of Market Leaders, which was first published in 1995. Through the
research that they carried out whilst working for their business, CSC Index, these two consultants concluded
that winning businesses, deliberately or inadvertently embraced one of three value disciplines. These value
disciplines are as follows.
Operational Excellence
Operationally excellent businesses fulfil the expectations of clients who demand the best total cost for the
services they use. To achieve the best total cost, operationally excellent businesses must be incredibly
efficient and deliver low prices, dependability and convenience. They provide these elements in such a
manner that their direct competitors cannot match.
Economies of scale can very often go hand in hand with operationally excellent business. However, depending
on the size and nature of their competition, even small businesses such as the West Yorkshire dental practice
can utilise operational excellence as their key value to their market place.
Operational excellence is all about formula.
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Product or Service Leadership
Product or Service Leaders offer their clients the best and latest products and services possible. They are
continuously innovating, and are leaders in establishing and re-defining the state-of-the-art. The key strengths
that these businesses have are invention, product development and market exploitation. They never stand
still. They are continually pushing at the boundaries of what is possible. They know how to create something
new and they know how to market it. In the global market companies such as Sony and 3M embrace Product
Leadership.
Customer Intimacy
Customer intimate organisations develop close relationships with their clients and seek to offer total solutions
to their problems. Personalised service and advice are the key components of this value system.
A customer intimate business will not have the best or highest performing products or services, but it will
ensure that their customers get exactly what they want and need. Success can be measured by percentage
share of the customer’s wallet.

Examples of the Value Disciplines
Why were each of these dental practices like tall trees with their heads high above the forest canopy?
Because they had each rigorously adopted one of the three value disciplines. The West Yorkshire dental
practice embraced operational excellence. The dentist who employed all the latest materials, tools and
techniques embraced product or service leadership. The stockbroker belt dental practice embraced customer
intimacy.
We may be doing the proprietors of these businesses a gross disservice but we do not believe that they
consciously chose to adopt a particular value discipline. They found something that worked and stuck with it.
Two consultants in the US recognised the underlying principle and gave it a name.

Applying the Principles of Value Disciplines
So how does a firm or a practice area within a firm go about consciously applying the principles of value
disciplines?
Step 1

Understand the value that the clients you currently work with, and the ones that you seek to work
with in the future, value most. Carrying out the Supplier Segmentation Matrix exercise is a good
starting point to gain an initial handle on what different types of clients are likely to be seeking from
their advisor relationship. Also talk with clients – ask them!

Step 2

Provide the 'best' offering in the marketplace by excelling in a specific dimension of value – be it
operational excellence, product or service leadership or customer intimacy. Build the whole service
delivery process around the chosen value discipline and develop a value proposition that is
compelling and unmatched.
If one firm could somehow deliver the absolute best in all three dimensions of value, it would surely
own the market. But no organisation can be best at everything. When a firm or practice area
focuses all its assets, energies and attention on delivering and improving one type of client focused
value, it can nearly always deliver a better performance in that dimension than another business that
divides its attention among more than one. Successful organisations decide to focus on the one area
where they can perform better than anyone else. They direct all their creative energies to that focus
area of value for the client.
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Step 3

Maintain threshold standards in other dimensions of value.
The key to success is to ensure that performance in other dimensions of value does not slip to the
extent that it impairs the attractiveness of the business's unmatched value. However, there is not the
need to be the best in the other dimensions.

Step 4

Dominate your chosen market by improving value year after year. Operationally excellent businesses
must continue to drive greater efficiencies for their clients. Product or service leaders must continue
to innovate. Customer intimate firms must find better ways to understand and fully meet every
aspect of their clients’ changing needs.

The pursuit of client satisfaction and loyalty does not by itself create unmatched value. Value comes from
choosing clients that the firm wishes to serve and narrowing the focus to best serve those clients. Client
satisfaction and loyalty are simply the by-product of delivering on a compelling value proposition - not the
drivers behind it.

Combining Value Disciplines with the Supplier Segmentation Matrix
Returning to the subject of our group of real estate lawyers. In our workshop, over the space of 24 hours
they had analysed their business from many aspects. Now came the time to make the decisions as to how
they were going to take their practice area forward. They needed a cohesive strategy that could be translated
into practical actions. Many factors had influenced their thinking during the day that we had spent with them
but probably the two most significant concepts that shaped their thinking were the Supplier Segmentation
Matrix and Value Disciplines.
As an aside it is perhaps not strange that, when we first introduce Value Disciplines, that many professionals
gravitate toward a preference for Customer Intimacy. It fulfils their self-image – but could be totally
inappropriate for many of their clients. Even when it is appropriate the firm may be completely failing to
deliver this kind of value.
The real estate lawyers’ debate proceeded much more quickly than we anticipated. Based heavily on the
outcome of their Supplier Segmentation Matrix analysis they decided that to compete successfully in the
future that their practice area had to adopt the value discipline of operational excellence. Yes, operational
excellence! How unsexy was that?! They were plumping for the factory approach! Perhaps we shouldn’t
have been surprised.
During all of the analysis exercises they had been objective and honest in their assessments and conclusions.
They had taken their objectiveness one stage further when it would have been easy to choose a direction
more in keeping with their natural ‘professional’ instincts.
The group then began work on outlining the actions that needed to be implemented. There was a need to
move quickly toward using low fixed cost delivery mechanisms. More ‘process’ work had to be carried out in
low cost locations. Recruitment of trainees had to be expanded. There was a need to ramp up the number of
paralegal staff who could be used as part of a low cost delivery process. The fee earner to partner ratio had
to increase substantially from where it was. Technical training needed to be geared up very quickly. Partners
were often engaged in carrying out work that was only moderately complex – and in some cases not even
moderately. This work needed to be done by associates but it was recognised that they currently did not
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have the skills or knowledge. That had to be rectified through a ramped up technical training programme.
The practice area needed to invest in some of the latest IT - case management systems which would help it
become more efficient and also provide clients with a more transparent picture of what was happening with
their work. More emphasis had to be put on measuring (and improving) response and delivery times.
And the role of partners had to change quite dramatically. Within three years partners had to have reduced
(yes, reduced!) their fee earning hours by one third. In the future partners would have one of three roles.
They could have a major input into managing fee-earning work (running the ‘factory’). They could be business
winners and client relationship builders (feeding the ‘factory’) or a small number could conceivably be
technical specialists, earning high fee income by operating in one or two complex and developing areas of
property law where the group believed that they had product leadership.
These were brave decisions as, when one looked around the room, one wondered how many of the
assembled group would easily fit into the practice area that they envisaged three years hence. It was evident,
however, that when the group left the workshop there was a clear sense of purpose. That purpose was
based on a logical, rational analysis of the current situation and consideration of the real alternatives available
– not on circular, uniformed debate that so often perpetuates ‘strategy’ meetings within professional services
firms.

Lanchester Strategy
The military connection
In my workshops on business development I very often use a flipchart to draw a picture. The picture is of a
lone soldier armed with a rifle. In front of him is a tall, rocky mountain and perched on top of the mountain is
a fortified castle – a bit like the schloss in the old film, Where Eagles Dare. Minefields pepper the approaches
to the edifice and the only track is exposed and covered by enemy guns. I explain to the workshop that this
soldier is part of an army advancing into enemy territory and this particular fellow is faced with this terrain
immediately to his fore. A general comes up from behind the soldier and says, “You’ve drawn lucky today.
You have been presented with a target that any soldier in our army would be delighted to tackle. When you
take this enemy stronghold your name will go down in history as a hero of our nation. Good luck, soldier.”
The general then disappears.
I turn to the workshop group and say, “OK. Put yourself in this guy’s shoes. The general has disappeared.
What would you do?” Nobody has ever suggested storming the castle single handedly. There are lots of
jokes. “I’d dig a very deep hole and jump into it”. “I’d work on a strategic plan, probably for a few months then I’d review it. Hopefully the war would be over by then”. “I’d shoot the idiot general”. And so on. A lot
of the comments border on the stupid – but then the initial scenario I presented had set the tone. It’s
somewhat like a marketing partner saying to one of his colleagues, “We’ve allocated our key prospects John,
and you’ve been lucky enough to draw BP. I just know that you can get us in there and when you succeed
your name will be associated with that client forever. Good luck John”.
There have been many books written over the last few years that draw the parallels between what it takes to
be successful in the military context and what it takes to be successful in the business world. Books like
Corporate Combat, Marketing Warfare and Sun Tzu and the Art of Business use case studies of both military
campaigns and business battles to make their points.
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The real fundamental of military success has been known for centuries. Sun Tzu, a supremely successful
Chinese general who lived more than two millennia ago and who wrote The Art of War, had the key.
Napoleon Bonaparte knew the answer and once said, “God is on the side of the big battalions”. A Prussian
general, Carl von Clausewitz, in 1838 wrote a massive tome entitled On War. He penned the following.
“Keep the forces concentrated in an overpowering mass. Always to be aimed at before all and as far as
possible.” This is known as the principle of force - and is the fundamental principle for military success.
Success, Clausewitz was saying, is about concentration of one’s forces. That is the very first thing that a
general should be trying to achieve and he should be trying to achieve this aim to the greatest possible extent.
Again, Napoleon knew that success in battle came from having superior forces to the enemy “at the point that
is to be attacked or defended.” Here is the real key. Success is not about size. It is about the concentrated
application of force at chosen points. This is why a mighty nation like the US could be humbled by a mainly
guerrilla army in Vietnam. Some years after the Vietnamese war, a senior US General, looking back on the
conflict said, “We forgot the lessons of Clausewitz”.
It is why Napoleon in his 1796 Italian campaign with a force of 35,000 could defeat a combined Sardinian /
Austrian army of 60.000. Knowing that the forces that faced him were in two separate camps with a weak
point between them, Napoleon threw his entire army at the smaller Sardinian force, decimating them. He
then turned his largely intact army against the Austrians, winning another great victory. Unfortunately at
Waterloo, when Napoleon sent Marshall Ney off to sort out the Prussians before turning his attention to the
British, Ney’s execution was poor and the Prussians arrived with a significant force late in the day of the main
battle. The rest, as they say, is history.
And history may have dealt more kindly with General Custer at the Battle of the Little Big Horn. If only the
Indians had come over the hill one at a time he may have gone down as a hero. Unfortunately Crazy Horse’s
braves did not oblige and instead kept their force in an overpowering mass. The result was a massacre. Our
flip chart with one lone soldier staring up at a heavily defended enemy stronghold is just an exaggerated
example of the antithesis of a very simple principle.
Whilst virtually everyone will have heard of Napoleon, Rommell and Alexander the Great, our experience is
that no one (virtually) has heard of Frederick Lanchester. Considering the man’s achievements in his lifetime
this is astounding. Lanchester, who was English, was born in 1868 and died in 1946. He was an engineer, a
mathematician and a military strategist. He was a latter day Leonardo da Vinci. He built the first petrol
driven four-wheeled motor vehicle in the UK in 1895. Amongst dozens of inventions he invented and
patented disc brakes, rack and pinion steering, the pre-selector gearbox and automatic engine lubrication. He
built the first armoured cars and many of the concepts that he introduced in his 1916 publication Aircraft in
Warfare were used during World War Two. Lanchester Polytechnic kept his name alive for a number of
years until it became Coventry University but the university’s new library – built in 2000 - is named in his
honour. For more about Frederick Lanchester visit the website www.lanchester.com
During the First World War Lanchester turned his mind to military strategy. The battlefield had changed
considerably in recent decades and the attentions of the so-called most civilised nations were directed at
finding ever more fiendishly effective ways of killing their enemies. Concentration of force no longer meant
having more troops than the enemy. The efficiency of the weapons used by both sides had a major impact on
the likely outcome of a battle.

Lanchester arrived at two mathematical formulae – one that related to battle situations in ‘traditional’ warfare
and one that related to modern warfare where the efficiency of the weaponry was highly significant. By using
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this second formula a modern military officer should be able to calculate the firepower and fighting men
needed to take a military objective. Lanchester strategy was based on:
•
Intelligence
•
Concentration of firepower
•
Dominance of positions taken.
Whilst Lanchester’s formula may have been studiously overlooked by the British generals commanding forces
on the Western Front, the Americans did take notice some time later. In the Pacific Theatre during the
Second World War the US military used Lanchester’s formula to calculate the forces required to take
Japanese held islands. The US forces were steadily driving the Japanese back across the Pacific in their ‘island
hopping’ campaign. Each and every island was taken but it was critical that the attacking forces were of
sufficient concentration to enable the objective to be taken. At the same time resources (even for the US)
were not limitless. Lanchester’s calculation provided the basis for formulating a force with the requisite
firepower.

The commercial application of Lanchester Strategy
After his death the name Lanchester all but disappeared from the public consciousness. However in the 1970s
Lanchester’s principles and formulae suddenly became interesting to the Japanese. Their interest this time
was not in military application but in commercial application. The commercial application was all about:
•
Intelligence of the market, customers and competitors
•
Concentration of marketing and business development effort
•
Dominance of customers and markets won.
Consultancies specialising in helping their clients to apply the principles of Lanchester Strategy sprang up.
Marketing supremos belonged to Lanchester Societies. Major Japanese companies adopted Lanchester
Strategy as their underpinning marketing principle. Honda came to dominate the world motorcycle market
using Lanchester Strategy.

All this may seem far removed from marketing the services of a professional services firm. However, let us
return to the picture of the soldier facing the fortress and the ridiculous notion that he could ever win
through in such a situation. Let us also re-visit the almost equally ridiculous notion that a fee-earner be
allocated a top FTSE 100 prospect and be expected to win this organisation as a client. Where’s the
concentration of force?
There is a perverse logic to the way that many firms go about pursuing new clients in their marketplace. If a
person (or a practice area) has four Defined Prospects to pursue then by doubling this number to eight one
also doubles the chances of winning work from one of them. How much safer then to double this number then double it again? With 32 Defined Prospects we are practically assured of having a win whereas with just
four the risk of not winning any one of them seems high.
This ‘safety in numbers’ argument seems to make sense but in fact it is flawed. What happens when we have
32 points to attack is that we spread our forces – perhaps to the point of them being practically useless. We
fly in the face of the principles of Clausewitz and Lanchester. The resources used for new business
development in any firm are defined and limited. A firm must make the tough decisions about which small
subsection of the prospect base that it is going to concentrate its forces upon. Even harder it has to decide
which prospects it will not be actively pursuing. As Henri Bergson once said, “To choose means to exclude”.
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So how does a firm, practice area or market facing group implement Lanchester Strategy?
The process has eleven stages.
Stage 1 Selection of targets
We will examine in some depth in the next chapter how to choose the best and most suitable
Defined Prospects.
Stage 2 Selection of ‘task force’
One thing should already be very evident. Successful major new client acquisition is not achieved by
allocating targets to individuals and then expecting them to go and hunt out the opportunities by
themselves. This is a team game. It is by combining the knowledge and abilities of a number of
people that we create the concentration of force needed to win a substantial new client. Teams do
not need to be 20 strong. For major Defined Prospects the team may have five or six members. On
the other hand it may be just two or three people, but these individuals must be the most
appropriate people for the job – not who is available.
Stage 3 Agreement to intelligence required about the Defined Prospect
We will already have some information about the Defined Prospect in question. The fact that we
have chosen this organisation to target means, that by definition, we know something about them.
However, if we are to mount a campaign that will really have effect, we probably need more
intelligence. For instance, who are the key players in their organisation that we should be targeting?
What exactly are these people responsible for? Which of our competitors are they using today –
and for what type of work? What internal capabilities do they have and how sophisticated are they
as clients?
Stage 4 ‘Satellite’ observation
By this we mean gathering information usually available in the public domain. The prospective client’s
web site is the starting point along with getting hold of all printed information such as corporate
brochures and Report and Accounts. Again these may be available from the web site. It may be
useful to visit the web sites of the Defined Prospect’s main competitors to gain a comparative view.
Almost certainly the prospect will be part of some industry association, so contacting them may
prove helpful. News feeds, cuttings services and trade press may provide information. We may
know of people who work for the prospect. Talking with them should be considered as well as
talking with other (non-competing) advisors who have relationships.
Someone on the team must have overall responsibility for this intelligence gathering exercise. Whilst
he or she will not carry out every element of the process, this person will be responsible for making
sure that each person who is a part of this process carries out their role. This coordinator is
responsible for pulling together all the data gathered.
Stage 5 Yes / No decision point
Too often this sort of initiative develops a momentum of its own. A team has decided to pursue
prospect x and nothing will deflect them from this. Anything that is not an eventual client win must
be, by definition, a defeat. However, there is a difference between a defeat and a tactical withdrawal
and a team should meet and together they should:
•
Share the intelligence gained. At some point the intelligence coordinator must decide that the
team has got about as much data as it is likely to get from ‘public’ sources. The danger of
‘analysis paralysis’ has to be avoided.
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•

Make a decision (based on the information to hand) as to whether the prospect in question is
still a suitable candidate for a Lanchester approach. It may not be – in which case the team
should drop the prospect and consider other candidates that are more fitting for the application
of Lanchester Strategy.

If the Defined Prospect is taken forward then the team should reconsider its composition. Based on
what has been learned so far, does the team have the best mix of members to approach the
prospective client?
Are some surplus to requirements – having knowledge and skills unlikely to assist in the pursuit of
this prospect’s business? Does the team need to recruit other members who are likely to bring
more applicable abilities?
Stage 6 Creation of prospect’s willingness to engage in dialogue
We know that at some point we have to engage directly with the prospective client. We have to
meet with decision makers across their desks or in their conference rooms and talk business. The
fact is that these people are busy and they already have advisors who, ostensibly, do the same things
that we say we can do. Also, most likely, they have some loyalty to these advisors. After all, they
appointed them. Added to which these advisors are probably doing a reasonably good job – this is a
sizeable and prestigious client, which is why we are adopting a Lanchester approach. Why wouldn’t
the incumbents be concentrating on doing a really good job for this organisation that we are
targeting?
If we are fortunate and there are people within the Defined Prospect that we know, then we should
be setting up meetings with them. In fact we should probably have been doing this back in Stage 4.
Very often, in the real world, there are no such lucky shortcuts. We don’t conveniently know the
CEO. The FD is not a member of our golf club. We are starting from scratch. These sort of people
need to be aware of our firm and to know what we can do. At some point we have to find ways of
making them believe that we are very good at what we do what do – probably better than the people
they are using today. Our marketing efforts have to achieve this and in Chapter 4 we will examine
exactly what tools we have and how we should use them in order to get the people that we want to
talk with, to want to talk with us.
Stage 7 On the ground ‘spying’
The aim of our marketing effort is clear. We have to be invited through that Defined Prospect’s
door, into their reception area and then through into their meeting rooms.
All too often professionals have the wrong perspective on these early meetings with prospective
clients. These meetings are seen by many as selling opportunities - and selling is about convincing the
prospective client. It is obvious that to convince the other person that you have to pitch – putting
forward cogent points and arguments. So one plans exactly what one wishes to convince the
prospective client about and at the first opportunity launches into the pitch.
What can be forgotten is that the overall objective is to win the client. It is not to win the client
today. In fact such a rushed approach will probably mean that the first meeting may well be the last.
Early meetings are still a part of the intelligence gathering. They are the first opportunity to move
from electronic intelligence to human intelligence (HUMINT as it is called in the spy books).
HUMINT is not gathered by talking. It is gathered by listening. In Chapter 5 we will look in some
more detail how these meetings should be structured and some of the intelligence that a professional
should be trying to gather.
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Stage 8 Yes / No decision point
Just as we suggested at Stage 5, a Lanchester approach to a Defined Prospect should not be
perpetuated by its own momentum. It should go forward because the team believes that the
expenditure of energy and resources will bring commensurate wins and rewards. At some point
after the early meetings with the Defined Prospect the team should reconsider the situation.
Face to face meetings with the prospective client can reinforce the team’s hunger to win part of their
work. On the other hand it is possible that we can learn things that make the prospect seem a lot
less desirable. It may become clear that the way that they deal with professional advisors is very
different to any relationship that we would want to engage in with a major client. We may find that
the incumbents have cemented their relationship in ways that we would find difficult to emulate – and
that may be against the ethics of the way we work. We may discover that their decision making
process is complicated and fragmented and that work has to won from a multiplicity of points making
the relationship difficult to manage and any individual instruction expensive to win.
Decisions need to be taken. Do we continue to approach this Defined Prospect using Lanchester
Strategy? Do we continue with the same team?
Stage 9 Concentrated attack
If the decision is taken to continue, then the firm must then ensure that the resources are available in
order to continue a prolonged penetration of the prospective client. The best prospective clients are
nearly always another firm’s key clients and it should be anticipated that they will be well defended
and the siege may take a long time. It should be pointed out (in case there is misunderstanding) that
we are not attacking the prospective client, but the competitors who are currently entrenched within
that client. In Chapter 5 we will look at how we can continue this sort of campaign and some of the
tactics that we can use.
Stage 10 Establish bridgehead and defend
At some point in a successful Lanchester approach we will win an initial piece of work. Our
experience suggests that this initial instruction will not be large. That is a high risk decision for a
client to make. To defend this initial bridgehead it is imperative that the fee-earning work is
executed impeccably. The client’s first impression of engaging the firm should be superb in terms of
the way the work is planned, executed and managed and in respect of the way we communicate with
the client during the lifetime of the project or instruction. On the basis of such excellent
management of the fee-earning work we should be well placed to win similar instructions.
Stage 11 Seek to expand areas of work
One of the dangers of developing a great reputation with a client in a particular area of work is that
we can become typecast. This is one of the barriers to cross-selling that we examine in Chapter 6,
where we also examine what we can do to reduce this problem. We need to guard against this
‘pigeon holing’ as the firm probably has other areas of strength that it could equally deliver to the
client.
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Applying a Lanchester approach
So often when explaining the application of Lanchester strategy to clients someone will say, “This is not new.
Do you know that’s almost exactly how we won the business from XYZ. We may not have carried out every
stage quite as rigorously as the model suggests and we didn’t know it was called Lanchester Strategy but we
were pretty much in line with the process”. The problem with this observation typically is that after the
success no one captured the essence of the approach and distilled it. Therefore the approach has probably
rarely been replicated since – and if it has then only by accident. Lanchester Strategy is not new. The
principle of force is not new. Neither is the law of gravity. They are all to do with physics – or the
application of the principles of physics. The key is to recognise the principle and to harness it.
It is not uncommon for clients to say to us, “One of our main problems is focus, or rather a lack of consistent
focus, in our business development activities”. Concurrently however there is a pervading fear of ‘too many
eggs in one basket’ and there is a real resistance to the implementation of a focused approach to business
development. If we follow an unstructured approach to try to win a small number of potentially highly
lucrative prospective clients then the eggs fear is a real concern. However, by rigorous implementation of
Lanchester Strategy, using the opt out Yes / No points appropriately we have a process that can help win the
most prestigious and lucrative new clients.

Where to go from here
Where to go from here if you run a firm or have overall responsibility for marketing and business
development
Encourage the practice areas or market facing groups in your business to examine their current offerings and
client types through the focus on the Supplier Segmentation Matrix.
Look at your firm, or the distinct parts of your firm, and conclude:
•
If any parts of the business have adopted a clear Value Disciplines strategy.
•
If it would be beneficial if (parts of) the firm adopted and implemented a Value Discipline in order
to compete successfully in the future.
Champion, and take continued interest in, a couple of Lanchester approaches aimed at winning work from the
firm’s most attractive prospective clients.

Where to go from here if you run a business unit within a professional firm
Run the Supplier Segmentation Matrix exercise with a cross section of your people in the same way that the
group of lawyers did in this chapter.
Introduce this same cross section of people to the concept of Value Disciplines and open up the debate as to
where the business unit is today and what the options could be for the future.
Reach a decision as to the kind of client base that your business unit should be seeking to develop in the
future and the type and shape of services you should be delivering to these clients.
Choose one or two of your most attractive prospective clients and consciously adopt a Lanchester approach
with the aim of opening them up as a new client of the firm.
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Where to go from here if you are a marketing or business development professional working with fee earners
Take one business unit that you work with - preferably one where you believe that members of that unit will
be receptive to examining, and possible reformulating, their strategy. Run the Supplier Segmentation Matrix
exercise with them, applying it to their main client types and service offerings.
Introduce the business unit to the concept of Value Disciplines and open up the debate as to where they are
today and what the options could be for the future.
Facilitate the business unit to reach a decision as to the kind of client base that they should be seeking to
develop in the future and the type and shape of services they should be delivering to these clients.
Gain commitment from one of the groups that you work with to run a ‘full blown’ Lanchester approach
directed toward a significant prospective client. Become a part of this team. You should be able to make
significant contributions at most of the first nine stages in the application of Lanchester Strategy process.

Where to go from here if you are an individual practitioner within a professional firm
Take one of the most significant prospective clients that you have been allocated or that you just have a
yearning to win work from. Instead of approaching this as a solo effort see if you can encourage an
appropriate team to form in order to approach the prospect using the application of Lanchester Strategy.
Stick to the stages, one after the other.
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